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We Muslims Believe Prophet Muhammad PBUH is the Greatest Person 
to Have Walked the Planet

London , 20.10.2021, 10:30 Time

USPA NEWS - Muslims Believe Prophet Muhammad ? is the Greatest Person to Have Walked the Planet

The nearly 2 billion Muslims around the world unequivocally believe that Prophet Muhammad ? is the greatest person to have walked
planet earth. This is not in terms of looking at miracles which many religions claim but looking at true facts of achievement and
statistical examples in contrast and comparison, said Shazada Hayat President UICF (UK) and international community welfare
campaigner.

Prophet Muhammad ? led by example; he was the founder and preacher of Islam, a businessman, a trusted banker, politician, advisor
to the public, a mediator/ arbitrator, a leader/ commander, a brave fighter and defender of the weak, an outstanding caring and loving
husband, father and grandfather, a loyal friend and champion of religious harmony, protector of human rights and minority rights, a
scholar with vast knowledge, experience and wisdom. No other prophet or religious leader has achieved such phenomenal and
outstanding outcomes in their life time in the history of the world.
Shazada Hayat went on to say, The oldest religion in the world is Hinduism, which is over 6,000 years old.

The Hindu population is currently at 1.61 billion and Christianity was founded over 2000 years ago with a population today at 2.382
billion. Islam of Prophet Muhammad ? is relatively and in comparison, in a short period of its existence today, has a population already
touching 2billion Muslims throughout the world. This amazing and phenomenal achievement of Islam of Prophet Muhammad ? makes
it the fastest growing religion in the world. Most of the countries in the world which were already established and converted to and
embraced Christianity or Hinduism or Sikhism or Buddhism.

However, many countries throughout the world emerged as independent nations in the name of Islam inspired by the teaching and
preaching of Prophet Muhammad ?, countries such as Pakistan. More Muslims of the world join together from different nations of the
world to perform Hajj every year at Mecca Saudi Arabia. The name Muhammad ? is the most popular name in the world amongst
Muslims of Asia, China, Russia, America, Europe, The Far East and The Middle East. More mosques are being built around the world
than any other places of worship.

We Muslims throughout the world are celebrating the birth of their beloved Prophet Muhammad ? Milad un Nabi (also known as 12
Rabi Ul Aval) celebrations which is now becoming the biggest celebration around the world and spiralling phenomenally.
Muslims are embarking upon using cinemas, print media as well as television and social media to spread the glory of Allah (God) and
celebrating the birth and achievement of Prophet Muhammad ? as the greatest person to have walked planet earth,

said : Shazada Hayat.
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